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                                 ========================== 
                                  Konami Krazy Racers FAQ 
                                      By Phantasyrealm 
                                       Version Final 
                                 ========================== 

                                 ================== 
                                 |Game Information| 
                                 ================== 

                                  Console: Game Boy Advance 
                                      Creator: Konami 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ======= 
                                 |Intro| 
                                 ======= 

   Hi what's up everyone? Some people think this game is a direct rip from 
Mario Kart:Super Circuit..IT'S NOT! Let's not get off topic now, most 
importantly..enjoy! 

Also! Make sure your text size is medium for the best view. 
Click View->Text Size->Medium :P 

08/22/03 -Version 0.5 Completed Basic FAQ 
08/23/03 -Version 0.9 Completed Main Menu Features 
         -Added character backgrounds 
         -Added items list 
         -Added Unlockables/Secrets 
09/15/03 -Totally revamped the whole layout for easier browsing and corrected 
          many spelling errors ;) 
09/23/03 -Version Final Very busy at school, tons of homework, I fixed up the 
          layout a bit again. I have no more motivation to continue on with 
          this FAQ. I have many other FAQ's to complete. Thx for reading 
          though! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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                                 --------------- 
                                 |Section 1-FAQ| 
                                 --------------- 

Q. How can I pick up items? 
A. While you're racing, drive through red or blue bells! 

Q. What's the difference between a red bell and a blue bell? 
A. A red bell gives you a random item while a blue bell gives you an "engine 
   boost" item. 

Q. Who's the best racer in the game? 
A. There is no "best racer" but in my opinion I think Geomon is the best. 
   (Note:There is a better character, but it will be a spoiler!) 

Q. What are pink dots? 
A. They give you a temporary speed boost. 

Q. What's the difference between a pink dot and a blue dot? 
A. They are basically the same thing. 

Q. How many licenses are there and what are they? 
A. There are 4 licenses, License C, B, A and S. 

Q. How many "Cups" are there and what are they? 
A. There are 4 Cups, and they are Krazy Cup, Hyper Cup, Premium Cup and 
   Champion Cup. 

Q. How many racers/characters are there? 



A. There are 8 default racers. 

Q. Are there any unlockable characters? 
A. Yes, 4 to be exact. 

Q. Are there any cheats? 
A. Not that I know of, though I think GameShark or ActionReplay has codes for 
   them. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 -------------------- 
                                 |Section 2-Controls:| 
                                 -------------------- 

                                 ---------------------------------- 
                                 |-Section 2.1   -In-game Controls:| 
                                 ---------------------------------- 

Directional Buttons -Move Racer 
A                   -Accelerate 
B                   -Brake 
L                   -Use item 
R                   -Hop 
Select              -Look Behind 
Start               -Pause(Retry,Select Course/Character/Quit) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 -------------------------------- 
                                 |-Section 2.2   -Menu Controls:| 
                                 -------------------------------- 

A                 -Select 
B                 -Cancel/Go Back 
(Everything Else) -Nothing 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------------ 
                                 |Section 3-Words Legend| 
                                 ------------------------ 

Here I'll desribe the terms that I will use in the FAQ . 

Pink dots  -It gives you a engine boost temporarily making you go faster. 

Blue dots  -Same as above. 

Boundaries -Things that keep you from falling off roads, into water, etc. 



Bells      -Red and Blue bells which give you items to use against other 
            racers. 

Diamonds   -Unlocks racers when you pick it up (race through it). 

----- <--0 stars 

*---- <--1 stars 

**--- <--2 stars 

***-- <--3 stars 

****- <--4 stars 

***** <--5 stars 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ----------------------------------------- 
                                 |Section 4-Main Menu Features(Home Page)| 
                                 ----------------------------------------- 

                                 ----------------------------- 
                                 |-Section 4.1-License Center| 
                                 ----------------------------- 

   This let's you get licenses so you can unlock more things in the game! 
   How to Get Licenses? 
   -License C-Default. 
   -License B-Beat Krazy Cup once. 
   -License A-Beat the Hyper Cup and Premium Cup (Gettin first place for both). 
   -License S-Beat the Champion Cup (Getting first place) . 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------------ 
                                 |-Section 4.2-Race Menu| 
                                 ------------------------ 

   Here you can race from five different categories: 

   -Krazy GP 
   Race to win either the Krazy Cup, Hyper Cup, Premium Cup, or Champion Cup. 

   -Time Attack 
   Race against the clock! 

   -Free Run 
   As the name implies, race against the other opponents. Basically a 
   "practice" run. 

   -VS 
   For more than one player requiring the link cable. 



   -Mini Battle 
   Mini games! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------------ 
                                 |-Section 4.3-Item Shop| 
                                 ------------------------ 

   You can buy items that are in-game and equip them without picking any bells 
   up. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------------------ 
                                 |-Section 4.4-Rumor Billboard| 
                                 ------------------------------ 

   Every time you beat any of the cups you will get more messages, although 
   most of it is just useless. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                  ------------------- 
                                  |-Section 4.5-Exit| 
                                  ------------------- 

   Exits the game and returns to the main menu. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------- 
                                 |-Section 4.6-Save| 
                                 ------------------- 

   Saves your current game. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 -------------------- 
                                 |Section 5-In-depth| 
                                 -------------------- 

Here I will describe the Race Menu, Item shop, Mini Battles further: 

                                 ----------------------- 
                                 |-Section 5.1-Krazy GP| 
                                 ----------------------- 
   Krazy Cup 
-Ganbare Dochu 
-Sky bridge 
-Moon Road
-Poppin Beach 



   Hyper Cup 
-Power Stadium 
-Ganbare Dochu 2 
-Space Colony 
-Cyber Field 

   Premium Cup 
-Magma Castle 
-Poppin Beach 2 
-Space Colony 2 
-Ice Paradise 

   Champion Cup 
-Sky Bridge 2 
-Ice Paradise 2 
-Magma Castle 2 
-Cyber Field 2 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 -------------------------- 
                                 |-Section 5.2-Mini Battle| 
                                 -------------------------- 

Mini Games! There are 2 mini-games to choose from! 

   Bomber Chaser 
Description    - Smash your opponents with bombs! Bombs will explode in 
                 seconds! 
My Description - Run away from the person with the bomb! The bomb can be 
                 transferred by smashing into other people! To tell who has the 
                 bomb, look at the map at the right-bottom  of the screen or if 
                 a racer has a bomb icon over their head! You have 2 mintues! 

   Chicken
Description    - Drive on the brink, stop on the brink! 
My Description - Drive down a 400 metre track (that's straight obviously) and 
                 stop at the edge before you fall off! The person with the 
                 closest measure to the edge without falling off wins! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------------ 
                                 |-Section 5.3-Item Shop| 
                                 ------------------------ 

10 items you can use to help yourself in a race or bash your opponents! 

-Eye Potion   -Makes you invisible 
 Price        -10 
 Usefulness   -***-- 

-Bomb         -Drops a bomb behind you to blow up unsuspecting racers 
 Price        -15 
 Usefulness   -**--- 

-Mole         -Digs a hole behind you 
 Price        -10 



 Usefulness   -**--- 

-Shield       -(Looks like a sphere) Guards you from other items and gives you 
               a slight speed boost 
 Price        -50 
 Usefulness   -****- 

-Blue Rockets -Shoots three unguided missles forward 
 Price        -25 
 Usefulness   -**--- 

-Red Rocket   -Shoots one rocket and follows the closest racer 
 Price        -30 
 Usefulness   -****- 

-Ice          -Leaves ice behind you, stopping racers crashing into it 
 Price        -10 
 Usefulness   -**--- 

-Battery      -Shocks all racers except you 
 Price        -80 
 Usefulness   -***** 

-Pig          -Turns all racers into pigs except you 
 Price        -40 
 Usefulness   -***** 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ----------------------- 
                                 |Section 6-Characters:| 
                                 ----------------------- 

Here are the racer's you get to choose from! 

Cyborg Ninja (pretty obvious, he's got this red bulb of some sort in the middle 
             of his head) 
   Konami Game-Metal Gear Solid 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***-- 
              -Acceleration:****- 
              -Handling    :**--- 
              -Overall     :****- 

Pawapuro-kun (pink guy that wears a red and white hat) 
   Konami Game-Jikkyo Power Pro. Baseball 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***-- 
              -Acceleration:***-- 
              -Handling    :***** 
              -Overall     :****- 

Goemon (blue-haired smiling dude) 
   Konami Game-Mystical Ninja 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***--  
              -Acceleration:****- 
              -Handling    :***-- 
              -Overall     :****- 



Takosuke (pink octopus that wears a blue hat and seems to be shouting 
         something) 
   Konami Game-Parodius 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***-- 
              -Acceleration:**--- 
              -Handling    :****- 
              -Overall     :***-- 

Dracula  (Evil-looking blue dude with white hair) 
   Konami Game-Castlevania 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***** 
              -Acceleration:**--- 
              -Handling    :***-- 
              -Overall     :****- 

Moai (orange stone with a face!) 
   Konami Game-Gradius 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :****- 
              -Acceleration:****- 
              -Handling    :***-- 
              -Overall     :****- 

Pastel (The girl with the peace sign and red-hair) 
   Konami Game-Twinbee 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :**--- 
              -Acceleration:***-- 
              -Handling    :****- 
              -Overall     :***-- 

Nyami (a cat-like girl with green eyes and pony tails) 
   Konami Game-Popping Music 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***-- 
              -Acceleration:****- 
              -Handling    :**--- 
              -Overall     :***-- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ----------------------------------- 
                                 |Section 6.1-Unlockable Characters:| 
                                 ----------------------------------- 

Here are characters you can unlock. For more info. on how to unlock them, go 
to Section 8 

Vic Viper 
   Konami Game-Gradius/ZOE 2nd Runner 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***** 
              -Acceleration:****- 
              -Handling    :****- 
              -Overall     :***** 

Bear Tank 
   Konami Game-Rakuga Kids 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :****- 
              -Acceleration:****- 
              -Handling    :***** 
              -Overall     :****- 



King 
   Konami Game-Popp'n Music 
   Rating     -Top Speed   :***-- 
              -Acceleration:***-- 
              -Handling    :****- 
              -Overall     :***-- 

Personally, I think Vic Viper is the best because he's better than average in 
every category! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ---------------- 
                                 |Section 7-Maps| 
                                 ---------------- 

Here are the maps I unlocked so far..16 maps in 2 days! 

Ganbare Dochu 
-Very short and simple map..Watch out for the bridges because there are holes 
 in the middle! It has an oval shape so its a very basic map. 
Difficulty:*---- 

Ganbare Dochu 2 
-Only difficult on the bridge turn because you can fall into the water! Other 
 than that it's pretty simple. 
Difficulty:**--- 

Sky Bridge
-A few turns here and a few turns there, a bit harder than Ganbare Dochu, and 
 in a bit I mean a bit! A few pink dots here and there, lots of jumps and you 
 can also fall off some edges. 
Difficulty:*---- 

Sky Bridge 2 
-Thunder storm clouds, jumps, and plenty of pink dots. Boundaries make this 
 map much easier and could've gotten 4 without them! 
Difficulty:***-- 

Moon Road 
-Very wide roads and you can't fall off so it's another simple map that's 
 somewhat ovally/squarish 
Difficulty:*---- 

Poppin Beach 
-It's very easy to fall into the waters so for once you should use your 
 brakes and also very short. 
Difficulty:*---- 

Poppin Beach 2 



-The track ranges from extremly thin roads to extremly wide ones. It's easy 
 to fall into the water and some trees may block your path. 
Difficulty:**--- 

Power Stadium 
-Extremly easy, only one hazard thought, the baseballs. So you're basically 
 racing around a baseball diamond. 
Difficulty:----- 

Space Colony 
-A b-shaped map that's only hard because there are "holes" you can fall 
 into. Also many jumps. 
Difficulty:**--- 

Space Colony 2 
-Lots of holes, I mean A LOT..Fair amount of pink dots and jumps! Also 
 there are ballerina pandas. 
Difficulty:**--- 

Cyber Field 
-A Metal Gear Solid-based map! Mines, "boxes", hard jumps, and some 
 parts which you can fall off of. The corners are especially difficult 
 because they slow you down lots. Plenty of pink dots though. 
Difficulty:***-- 

Cyber Field 2 
-Very long race indeed. Holes, boxes, sharp corners and jumps make it 
 even harder.. 
Difficulty:****- 

Magma Castle 
-Hard map because there are comets that rain dwn on you, spiked "balls" 
 hehe..that go up and then drop down on you. Bridges are especially hard 
 since they are thing and also have holes in them.. Power-ups right before 
 them make you have more chances of falling off. 
-SHORTCUT-Close to the end, a very easily spotted short-cut will make the 
 race easier. The jump is signified by a jump icon 
Difficulty:****- 

Magma Castle 2 
-A lot easier than Magma Castle due to almost no distractions, and also a very 
 cool "slide effect". 
Difficulty:***-- 

Ice Paradise 
-Although it has very wide roads, you're going to need it because it's extremly 
 slippery! Moving penguins which temporarily stun you, snowmen which block your 
 path, hard jumps, and it's very easy to fall in the water due to the lack of 
 boundaries.. 
Difficulty:****- 



Ice Paradise 2 
-Lots of penguins and snowmen! Very hard jumps, I mean, very hard..Snowballs 
 which flatten you - reducing speed and handling..To top it off-no boundaries! 
Difficulty:***** 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------------------ 
                                 |Section 8-Unlockables/Secrets| 
                                 ------------------------------ 
Speed Boost 
   To get an extra boost at the begining of the race, right when the third blue 
   head disapears and  the red hed is about to appear, accelerate at that point 
   and you will get a significant speed boost. 

   -The only way to see if you unlocked a character is to go to character 
   select, (on any mode after you've unlocked them) and "highlight" them. You 
   can't see them if you don't highlight them. 

Unlock Bear Tank 
   -Race the Cyber Field 2 track in Krazy GP on any difficulty and collect the 
   blue diamond between the two holes near the finish line. Exit once you get it 
   and save the game. You will find him between Nyami and Pastel. 

Unlock Ebisumaru 
   -You must first unlock Bear Tank, then use Bear Tank and beat the current 
   record time in Ganbare Dochu 1 and Ganbare Dochu 2. 

Unlock King 
   -Go to Krazy GP on any difficulty and play Sky Bridge 2 track in Champoin 
   Cup. collect the Blue Bell speed boost to give you the extra boost you'll 
   need. Before you first jump, drive on the left side so it's easier when you 
   make a hard right turn. Also, before you fly off, use the speed boost to 
   land on an island. You'll find King between Nyami and Bear Tank (or Pastel). 

Unlock Vic Viper 
   -Race the Moon Road track on the Krazy Cup with any difficulty. Get the blue 
   speed boost, and on the first jump use the speed boost to land on a hidden 
   island with the blue diamond. Get the diamond, exit the game and Vic Viper 
   will be unlocked. You can find him between Goemon and Dracula (Vic Viper is 
   also directly above Pastel). 

Below are some CodeBreaker codes. Enjoy :P 
(Note:The codes are courtesy of CMGSCCC) 
Please message me if the codes don't work because I only tested a few of them 

#         Description                       Code 

1E        Enable Code (Must Be On)          00002B8F 000A 
                                            100008B4 0007 



1         Max Coins P1                      8201BFC2 03E7 

2         Max Money (Shop)                  8201BE68 03E7 

3         Have All Rumors (Romor Billboard) 8201BDBC FFFF 

4         Start On S Class License Tests    8201BE5C 0002 

5         All License Tests Complete        3201BDBA 00FF 

6         Have Red Missile                  830001B4 7003 

7         Always Max Weapon Power           330001B6 0003 

8         Always Place 1st                  330001B8 0000 

9         P1 Always Goemon                  3201BCEA 0000 

10        P1 Always Pastel                  3201BCEA 0001 

11        P1 Always Nyami                   3201BCEA 0002 

12        P1 Always Ninja                   3201BCEA 0003 

13        P1 Always Pawapuro-Kun            3201BCEA 0004 

14        P1 Always Takosuke                3201BCEA 0005 

15        P1 Always Dracula                 3201BCEA 0006 

16        P1 Always Moai                    3201BCEA 0007 

17        P1 Always Ebisumaru               3201BCEA 0008 

18        P1 Always King                    3201BCEA 0009 

19        P1 Always Vic Viper               3201BCEA 000A 

20        P1 Always Bear Tank               3201BCEA 000B 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------- 
                                 |Section 9-Contact| 
                                 ------------------- 
E-mail-________@msn.com 
      Calm down stalkers..E-mail me if you find any mistakes or would like to 
      add things I missed, credit will be given! Make sure the title is 'Konami 
      Krazy Racers' or I might even delete it thinking it is spam! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ------------------- 



                                 |Section 10-Credits| 
                                 ------------------- 

Me       - I spent countless nights (2) writing this FAQ and patching it up 
Games    - Then I wouldn't be able to even write this 
Konami   - Another great game 
You!     - For taking your time to read this! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                 ---------------------------------- 
                                 |Section 11-Copyright Information| 
                                 ---------------------------------- 

   All trademarks and copyrights contained in this document are owned by their 
   respective trademark and copyright holders. 
   The sites which have the right to contain this walkthrough is 
   www.Gamefaqs.com 
   Other sites do not have authorization to use it. 

   This may be not be reproduced under any circumstances except for personal, 
private use. It may not be placed on any web site or otherwise distributed 
publicly without advance written permission. Use of this guide on any other web 
site or as a part of any public displays strictly prohibited, and a violation 
of copyright. 

                    Copyright 2003 Phantasyrealm/Fantasyrealm 

This document is copyright fantasyrealm and hosted by VGM with permission.


